Meet Dr. Garcia

Dr. Garcia is an emergency room director tasked with setting up healthcare pop-up clinics and vaccination sites. These clinic and vaccination sites include schools and municipal buildings in addition to tents in local community parks.

THE CHALLENGE

ENSURE FAST TIME TO CONNECTIVITY

Teams at pop-up clinics and vaccination sites need secure internet connectivity to access appointment schedules, patient records and supply chain status. Secure Wi-Fi must be available for all the care givers and all vaccination stations must be able to operate at the same time. The connectivity systems need to be independent from any facility systems for security reasons and to simplify and speed time to connectivity. The clinics and vaccination sites must also monitor freezer temperatures and interface to printers, POS systems and worker tablets.

THE SOLUTION

INSTALL AIRLINK XR80 CELLULAR ROUTERS AT EACH CLINIC AND VACCINATION SITE

The AirLink XR80 lets Dr. Garcia reliably and quickly connect to the internet and access the data needed. The routers deliver Wi-Fi 6 connectivity with support for up to 128 clients per router. The AirLink XR80’s rugged design and simplified setup ensures that connectivity gets deployed quickly and remains operational.

THE RESULTS

EFFECTIVE PATIENT CARE AND EFFICIENT VACCINATION PROCESSES

The AirLink XR80 enables Dr. Garcia to have each site connected in a matter of hours, without having to run cables or connect to an existing Wi-Fi system. With the AirLink XR80’s security, Dr. Garcia knows that she meets electronic health records (EHR) security compliance and ensures patient confidentiality. And with AirLink Management Service (ALMS), Dr. Garcia can verify that all the various sites are up and running securely with the latest software and security updates.